Providence Airport, Rhode Island (PVD) factsheet

Overview
-

Norwegian already serves 8 major US cities but to offer passengers even greater choice and groundbreaking fares, new transatlantic routes are also being added to smaller US airports

-

With good access into major cities but much lower landing charges, these airports allow Norwegian to offer
some truly affordable fares that will allow as many people as possible to fly

-

Providence Airport in Rhode Island is a gateway to Boston and the New England area – Norwegian will offer
12 weekly transatlantic flights from Edinburgh, Belfast, Dublin, Shannon and Cork.

Airport facilities
Providence Green Airport has a comfortable and modern terminal featuring:
-

22 airport gates split across the North and South Concorde offering passengers a wide selection of
shopping options, newsstand, cafes and restaurants, free high-speed Wi-Fi, as well as a pet therapy
programme and free little library

-

Plenty of nearby hotel accommodation within the airport including Sheraton, Comfort Inn, Radisson and
Hilton – most provide courtesy shuttle services to/from the airport

-

Terminals are open 24 hours with full customs facilities

Transport options
Providence Green Airport offers a range of road, bus and rail links to Boston and New England:
-

Rail: MBTA Commuter Rail offers a daily service between Green Airport and downtown Providence and
Boston (Back Bay & South Stations) taking 90 minutes and costing $11.50 one-way to Boston

-

Bus: local bus services offer a direct route from the airport to Boston and Providence central, with
onward connecting services to a number of New England hotspots. Fares are prices at $24 one-way
between Green Airport and Boston, which takes 75-90 minutes

-

Road and car hire: A number of international car hire companies operate out of the airport, which is 1
hour from Boston and within easy driving distance of a number of New England attractions

Tourism and local area
Along with serving Boston, Providence Airport also offers direct access to New England’s key points of interest:





Cape Cod – is located 95 minutes away made up of 15 towns with dune-lined beaches, quaint seafood
shacks and beautiful scenery
Nantucket – the small picture perfect island of Nantucket is 90 minutes away from the airport offering
pristine beaches, sailboat harbours with a laid-back charm
Martha’s Vineyard – made famous as the filming location of Jaws, the brightly painted gingerbread
cottages and classic lighthouses are a must see just 80 minutes away
Newport – nicked named ‘City by the Sea’ is just 30 minutes from the airport, offering history tours, boats
trips and the stunning ‘Newport Mansions’

